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The Aix Group is a think tank where Israeli, Palestinian and international professionals and
academics identify economic recommendations in order to promote win-win outcomes for
Palestinians and Israelis.
The Group believes that there is nothing more important than working with a clear vision.
Therefore, in 2003, the Group agreed on two basic principles that remain central to its
discussions to this day. The first principle is reverse engineering, wherein the sides first agree
on where they want to go, i.e. on the contours of a permanent agreement, and then decide how to
reach that end. The second basic principle is the importance of formal symmetry between the
two sides in order to devise sustainable solutions. Consequently, the Aix Group’s approach is in
direct conflict with the gradualism that has characterized the political process since 1993, as well
as with unilateralism and with the many attempts to pre-empt the Two-State solution. The current
deadlock in negotiations is a direct result of these policies.
The AIX Group believes that the current political stalemate is unsustainable, and is detrimental
to the prospect of a two-state solution. In this context, the Palestinian UN bid can be considered
as driven by the lack of meaningful negotiations and as an opportunity for revival of such
negotiations in a way that is in line with the two key principles mentioned above, which
constitute the essential conditions of success for the political process.
In our view, “September” should be looked upon as a crossroads: an opportunity to break
out of the deadlock in the path towards the Two-State solution, or else face the risks of the
unsustainable status quo or the deterioration of a renewed conflict.
This paper analyzes three possible scenarios that may arise as a result of the September Process:
! Getting back on the negotiations track with a clear vision and terms of reference for the
permanent status solution.
! Continuation of the status-quo, which would inevitably lead to economic and political
deterioration.
! Renewed conflict, expanded blockade, intensified restrictions on access and movement, and
reduction of international aid to the Palestinian Authority (PNA).
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In recent years, the PNA has advanced remarkably in its state-institution building. As
summarized in an April 2011 UN report, “governmental functions are now sufficient for a
functioning government of a state”. As a very small economy, Palestine can attain sustainable
long-term growth only through an export-oriented growth strategy: export of goods, services
(e.g. tourism), and “export of workers” to foreign markets that can absorb some of Palestine’s
excess labor supply.
A new economic regime will free the untapped export potential of Palestine.. The free trade
agreements that the PNA has signed with main potential international trading partners (EU,
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EFTA, Turkey, US, Canada, GAFTA) are key to sustainable, export-driven, long-term Palestinian
economic growth.
Creating a competitive environment and making use of the unexploited potential of
economic development of the Jordan Valley and Gaza would also support this exportoriented growth strategy.
In addition, Palestine would need a large and stable inflow of external aid for the coming
decade.
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Our Economic Road Map1 and other detailed analyses point to the huge potential for growth and
other economic advantages under a new trade regime and new economic arrangements with
Israel that would replace the Status Quo. Our proposed new economic regime envisages
replacement of the Quasi-Customs Union trade regime with a Free Trade Area agreement (FTA)
between two independent and symmetrical economic entities, Palestine and Israel. The new
regime further envisages an FTA enhanced through a wide-ranging “Cooperation Agreement”, as
detailed below in Chapter One of this paper.
Most importantly, movement and access arrangements and security procedures in the new regime
would be revised as to enable orderly movement of goods, businesspeople and tourists between
Israel, Palestine and third party countries.
Enhancing trade and economic cooperation with Israel under such new economic relations is
probably the best way for a new strong upsurge of the Palestinian economy. Once the status quo
impediments are removed, Israel would present a large, ready market for increased Palestinian
exports.
Our in-depth analyses found that a cooperative approach under such a new economic
regime would generate enormous advantages for both the Palestinian and Israeli
economies. Palestinian GDP would be expected to show strong, continuous real growth over the
coming decade. Exports would be the main growth engine; and, at these high rates of economic
growth, the Palestinian economy would be able to absorb its 6 - 8 percent a year growth in labor
force, and gradually reduce unemployment from the present alarming rate of around 30 percent..
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A significant part of the projected jump in Palestinian exports under the envisioned new
economic regime relates to Palestine expanding into Arab markets, especially the lucrative
markets of the Arabian Gulf. In doing so, Palestine would benefit both from its membership in
GAFTA and from its access to advanced Israeli products and technologies. Palestinian exporters
would have a unique advantageous position, compared to other Arab exporters, in penetrating
and expanding exports to the lucrative markets of the Arabian Gulf. In addition, the main
obstacles that have prevented the Palestinians from benefiting from their free trade agreements
with other potential trade partners will be eliminated; this will develop the Palestinian exports to
these markets in a very short time.
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! The AIX Group, Economic Road Map: An Israeli-Palestinian Perspective on Permanent Status, January 2004"
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The high growth prospects of Palestine reflect the exceptionally depressed level of the
Palestinian economy at present, and the enormity of unutilized production capabilities. Once
the restrictive elements of the status quo are gone, these unutilized production capabilities will be
the generators of such high growth rates.
The exceptional growth potential of the depressed Palestinian economy was demonstrated,
several times, in periods of relative political stability, and recently again, in Gaza. The
economy of Gaza rebounded in immediate response to the partial lifting of the Israeli blockade
on Gaza in June 2010. Real GDP in the first quarter of 2011 was 24 percent higher than in the
first quarter of 2010, following a 15 percent real growth in 2010 (compared to 2009).
Once the economic impediments of the Status Quo are removed under the new economic regime,
Palestine will be able to develop its economy along the same lines as Jordan has done over
the last decade, when Jordan succeeded in tripling its total export revenue and its income
from “export of Jordanian workers” from below $5 billion in 2000 to almost $15 billion in 2010.
Furthermore, foreign direct private investments jumped more than fourfold, from an average of
slightly above $0.5 billion a year in the first half of the 2000s to an average of about $2.5 billion
a year in the second part of that decade.
The starting point of Palestine, in 2011-12, is much lower than that of Jordan in 2000 in all
aspects. The volume of Palestinian exports of goods and services in 2010 was below $1 billion,
around the same level as it was in 1999. Exports are confined mostly to Israel; exports to nonIsraeli markets are negligible. Workers’ remittances from Arab markets are very low as well.
This very low starting point, combined with Palestine’s favorable competitive position under the
new envisioned regime, would enable it to achieve higher export increase rates which, in turn,
will sustain high economic growth rates.
Nevertheless, considering the very low starting point of the Palestinian economy, even if it
achieves these high growth goals, the Palestinian GDP per capita in 2020 will be far below the
2010 level of the Jordanian GDP per capita, and Palestine will still be among the poorest Arab
economies.
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The Palestinian economy is overridden by manifold and complex weaknesses and
vulnerabilities that have developed and accumulated over the last four and a half decades,
and which are woven into the political Status Quo. These weaknesses include extreme
dependencies on Israel and external economic support; under-developed economic infrastructure;
constraints related to the economic regime and restrictive arrangements with Israel; and an array
of physical constraints, including access and movement restrictions.
These weaknesses, vulnerabilities and inter-connected demographic, labor-market and social
challenges are structured into the Status Quo, woven into the political stalemate and reflected in
all aspects of Palestinian economic and social life. The following two examples demonstrate the
impact of these weaknesses.
The first example relates to external trade. The present trade regime combines with other
Israeli restrictions to gravely constrain Palestinian exports. Hence, Palestine has developed a
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huge structural trade deficit which, in turn, has greatly increased Palestinian dependency
on external sources for financing this gross trade deficit.
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The second example relates to purchasing power and standard of living. Palestinian
economic integration with the Israeli market is reflected in price levels similar or close to those
of Israel, while Palestinian wages are much lower than those in Israel.
As a result, the real purchasing power of Palestinian households is much lower than the nominal
level shown in national accounts and household income statistics. The impact of this linkage on
price levels is dramatic. International comparison shows that Palestinian GDP per capita,
when adjusted to local purchasing power, is far lower than that of neighboring Arab
countries, and is only slightly higher than that of countries as poor as Sudan or Yemen.
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Given the depth and magnitude of these weaknesses and constraints, economic growth in
the West Bank and Gaza (WB&G) in the last two decades has been extremely volatile and
erratic. Economic growth was most strongly influenced by Israeli access and movement
restrictions. The fragility and unsustainability of Palestinian growth under the Status Quo
conditions has been repeatedly stressed by various parties and observers. The World Bank, for
example, warned in April 2011 that “growth does not appear sustainable. It reflects recovery
from the very low base reached during the second intifada and is primarily donor-driven”.
Analyzing the components of the recent economic growth reveals its fragility and limited nature.
Private consumption in the West Bank grew by 80 percent between 2005 and 2009, while
government consumption grew by 136 percent and investment in buildings (mainly for
residential use) increased by 120 percent. On the other hand, non-building investments,
reflecting investment in the economy’s production capacity, were, in 2008 and 2009, even lower
than in 2005. The high growth in consumption and in residential construction was reflected in a
huge increase in the West Bank’s external trade deficit. The gap between the West Bank’s exports
of goods and services and its imports almost doubled between 2005 and 2009, from $1.6 billion
in 2005 to $2.8 billion in 2009
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The Status Quo is maintained by very generous international aid. This aid finances the
social security net as well as vital government services. Moreover, the Status Quo was able
to be maintained in recent years only due to a steep increase in external aid.
Even so, the present pattern, in which the external aid is used almost exclusively to finance
recurrent expenses and social security needs, can’t be maintained for long.
As emphasized in the PNA’s plan for 2011 – 2013, the PNA must shift a larger part of these huge
inflows of external aid from recurrent expenses to development. Otherwise, the PNA will not be
able to achieve sustainable growth and its dependence on external aid will not diminish.
This shift is not possible under the Status Quo economic regime, and can be achieved only by
replacing the Status Quo with a new economic regime, which, in turn, can be achieved only
through renewing the political process.
$
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More and more economic data indicates that the West Bank’s economic recovery from the
low economic activity of the intifada is nearing its end.
GDP growth has been leveling down in the West Bank since mid-2010, while labor market
surveys indicate a rise in unemployment.
At the same time, the PNA is faced with a steep decrease in international aid. The monthly
average of external aid to the PNA for recurrent budget support and for development combined,
fell by more than two thirds from its peak in 2008 to its low point in the second quarter of 2011
(from $165 million per month in 2008 to $50 million per month in the second quarter of 2011).
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This sharp decline in external aid poses a serious threat to the fiscal and financial stability
of the PNA and, if not solved, may develop into a major crisis.
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Considering the fragility of the Status Quo, the combination of continued political impasse
and mounting economic pressures would probably lead to its collapse. This, in turn, would
put the stability of the PNA at risk, and may even lead to its disintegration. Political
deterioration would probably inflame renewed conflict. Trade and labor flows will significantly
decline, and the whole of the Palestinian economy may deteriorate to a Gaza-style situation.
As shown above, international aid is the mainstay which upholds the Status Quo, and its
continuous flow is vital for sustaining long-term economic development.
International economic support to the PNA is politically-motivated. The international
community has regarded its economic aid as one of the pillars of the Israeli–Palestinian peace
process. However, given the growing internal economic pressures on the main donors, it is
highly probable that the steep decrease in the volume of aid in 2010 – 2011 will not be reversed
unless the international community feels that the peace process is reviving, and that there are
realistic prospects of moving towards a political solution.
Falling external aid and the other structured economic weaknesses of the Status Quo put
the economic and social stability of the West Bank at imminent risk, as it is already well
into a dangerous fiscal and financial crisis. Economic and social risks will increase if the
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political impasse triggers stricter Israeli restrictions on movement and access or delays in
the transfer of Palestinian tax revenues collected by Israel. In this case, one may expect a
much higher risk of social unrest, which may quickly accelerate to violent confrontation
with Israeli security forces.
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Our analysis shows that the Status Quo would eventually lead to economic and political
deterioration. Such deterioration entails a high risk of intensified conflict, expanded blockade,
stricter access and movement restrictions, and in certain circumstances may even result in a
reduction in international aid.
In fact, with the exception of a reduction in international aid, this “worst case scenario”
took place in Gaza in 2007-2010. Therefore, this paper presents an analysis of that “case study”
in order to better understand the possible outcomes and implications should such developments
engulf the West Bank as well.
The bottom line of this analysis is that, if not for the outstanding aid effort of the international
community directly to the population of Gaza and indirectly through the PNA’s budget support
channel, the economic meltdown in Gaza would have been much more disastrous, and Gaza
would have faced a major humanitarian crisis.
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The current political stalemate is highly dangerous, as it entails an explosive combination
of political frustration and social resentment. If not attended to, this situation may develop
into a major political and economic crisis that may even entail the fall or disintegration of the
PNA and a new round of major violent confrontations between Israel and Palestine.
Against the ominous background of the Status Quo and the risks it entails, it is vital to
make the right choice and seize the opportunity of a new “September Process” for going
back to negotiations with a clear understanding of the permanent status, as suggested in this
paper. In addition to avoiding the immediate risk of political and economic deterioration, there is
an urgent need to replace the Status Quo economic regime in order to shift a larger part of aid
inflows from the financing of recurrent expenses and social security needs, to development
projects. This can only be achieved as part of renewed political process. Gaza is the key for
enabling the required change in the mix of international aid uses from recurrent expenses and
social security to economic development. Under the present political situation and the Status Quo
economic regime, most of the external aid, even if maintained at the high level of recent years,
will continue to be diverted to the pressing recurrent and social needs of Gaza.
Since the old US-controlled track of the Peace Process is at a dead end, the “September
Process” is probably the best opportunity for a revival of the political process.
Furthermore, looking from a wider perspective at the fundamental changes the region is
undergoing, a new strategic threat must be added to the equation when analyzing the risks
entailed in continuing the Status Quo. Recent socio-political developments in the Arab world
pose a clear threat of bringing other Arab countries into the vicious circle of Israeli –
Palestinian violence if the situation should deteriorate. The strong reaction in Egypt to the last
round of relatively low-intensity violent clashes between Israel and Gaza, in August 2011,
indicates how powerful and influential this new factor can be.
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Since 2002, the Aix Group has been one of the only forums for dialogue and cooperation where
Israelis and Palestinians have continued to meet and engage in rational discussion of the future
relations between the two sides. The Group identifies economic aspects of the conflict and makes
economic recommendations in order to promote win-win outcomes for Palestinians and Israelis.
Building sustainable peace between Israelis and Palestinians requires sound economic
arrangements; policy-makers have not given sufficient importance to the economic aspects. The
Aix Group has provided comprehensive economic studies that assist in the important task of
informing decision makers about this issue. In particular, the findings serve to provide key
decision makers within the region and internationally with a solid basis for facilitating political
decisions regarding final status issues. Importantly, the information presented by the Aix Group
takes into account Palestinian, Israeli, and international perspectives, ensuring that the research
and analysis is as impartial as possible.
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It is of utmost importance to work with a clear vision of one’s direction and ultimate target.
Therefore, in 2003, the Group agreed on the following basic principles, which remain central in
its discussions to this day: reverse engineering and the need for symmetry.
The first principle is reverse engineering. The Group came to the conclusion that one of the
fatal mistakes committed by the two sides at the start of the Oslo process in 1993, and followed
since then, was to base the peace process on “gradualism” without a clear vision of where the
peace process is heading. The right way forward, in the Group's opinion, is to adopt what the
Group has called a “reverse engineering” approach. In this approach, the sides first agree on
where they want to go, i.e. on the contours of a permanent agreement, and then decide how to
reach that end. Gradualism, on the other hand, is an incremental approach, moving one step at a
time with no agreement on or even discussion of the end result. We believe that a feasible
agreement is two states based on the 1967 borders, drawn so that the two states will have
continuity, and with Jerusalem as the capital of Palestine and Israel.
All outstanding issues between the two sides should be agreed upon first and at one time;
thus the permanent agreement will constitute a historical compromise on all outstanding issues.
Delaying agreement on any issue would mean leaving the contract incomplete and open to
attacks and will negatively affect the reconciliation process between the two sides and exacerbate
mistrust. Hence, it is extremely important that the final outcome of any negotiations be
comprehensive, final and clear and that gradualism be used only as a tool for smooth
implementation. Any steps to be taken should be part of the reverse engineering concept,
whereby the final outcome is well known and a series of steps are devised to ensure that the
final outcome is achieved.
The second principle is the importance of formal symmetry between the two sides in order
to devise sustainable solutions. Symmetry implies that two independent states will be able to
coexist and engage with each other without exercising control over one another. The Aix
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Group is well aware of the large political, military and economic gaps between the two sides, and
the fact that no peace agreement will eliminate these. However, formal symmetry in the peace
agreement, and the process to reach it, are essential.
In addition, the Group rejects the view that economic development could pave the way to a
political process or be a substitute for such a process. Both reality over more than 40 years and a
strong set of arguments prove the futility of this approach. Hence, the calls for "economics first"
measures are at best naïve, or worse, are hiding the desire to avoid the difficult historical political
compromise that is necessary in order to achieve the change to which we aspire.
Concerning the final economic agreement, we base our analysis of future relations between the
Palestinian and Israeli economies on the concept of economic sovereignty, implemented in two
independent states with separate geographies, independent policies, full control over their
territories and borders, and cooperation between them. This is in full accordance with the
principle of symmetry. We believe that Palestinian and Israeli interests would be best served by a
Free Trade Area (FTA) arrangement that enables each customs authority to be a partner to the
other side without losing its basic independence. Unfortunately, the deviation from these
principles to date has led nowhere, has made things more and more complicated, and has
contributed to a large extent to the failure of the peace process.
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The current political stalemate is unsustainable, and is detrimental to the prospect of a two-state
solution, especially as it is accompanied by unilateral actions creating facts on the ground that
make revival of the peace process almost impossible.
The continuous expansion of settlements, including in East Jerusalem; the closing of Jerusalem
to the West Bank; the blockade of Gaza; the separation wall\barrier; the restrictions on access
and movement; the non-recognition of trade agreements between the Palestinian Authority and
third parties -- all these are elements of the entrenchment of occupation rather than the rolling
back of occupation that was the main aim of the peace process, meant to be a prelude to the
peaceful coexistence of two sovereign states.
The current deadlock in negotiations is a direct result of these policies on the ground and of the
Israeli government’s refusal to commit to the main principles of the peace process and previous
agreements. This situation is undermining the Two-State solution. In this context, the Palestinian
UN bid can be considered as an opportunity for breaking out of the current deadlock.
The Palestinian UN bid is in line with the two key principles mentioned above: reverse
engineering and symmetry between the sides. The recognition of Palestine as a state based on
1967 borders with East Jerusalem as its capital, and its admission in the UN, will preserve the
Two-State solution and will clarify the end game. Any resumption of negotiations should be
based on these borders and a total freeze of all policies that do not respect the sovereign territory
of the State of Palestine. Negotiations will then be between two internationally-recognized states,
thus securing formal symmetry. That symmetry must be complemented by the international
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community's involvement in countering the imbalance of powers on the ground, based on this
new political and legal reality.
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Since its establishment, the Aix Group has consistently appealed for international involvement
and has included representatives from the international community. From the international
conference in Madrid to the establishment of the Quartet and the adoption of its Roadmap, it was
clear that third party involvement was key and should be intensified, not diminished. The
Palestinian move in the UN brings the question of Palestine back to the most prominent
international forum, going from an asymmetric bilateral process that has enabled increasing
Israeli unilateralism, to a multilateral process able to push both parties to abide by their
commitments and previous agreements.
The peace process has been undermined by a lack of accountability and disrespect for deadlines.
The September deadline represents both a national and international commitment. In August
2009, the Palestinian government launched its two-year plan entitled, “Palestine - Ending
occupation, Establishing the State”. This state-building program was supported by the
international community and was successfully implemented by the Palestinian side, as
acknowledged by the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee (AHLC) meeting held in Brussels on April 13,
2011. The Chair's summary welcomed “the assessment of the World Bank, the IMF and the UN
that the PNA is above the threshold for a functioning state in the key sectors they studied, and
that Palestinian institutions compare favorably with those in established states”. A successful
state-building process must yield a State.2
The September deadline is also a result of the timeframe decided by the Quartet for peace
negotiations. These negotiations have stopped due to the Israeli refusal to freeze settlement
activity. The current Israeli government continues to refuse a two-state solution based on 1967
borders, with Jerusalem as capital of two states. In 1999, at the end of the interim period, the
international community refused to accept its responsibilities and left the parties to find a
solution to the political deadlock on their own. Following the failure of the Camp David talks,
the political situation led to the outbreak of the Second Intifada. Since then, all international
initiatives, including the Taba agreement, the Road Map, and pushing the two sides towards
negotiations, have unfortunately led nowhere. The international community must now address
the political situation through positive steps in line with the terms of reference of the peace
process and of the Two-State solution. UN recognition and admission of the State of Palestine
based on 1967 borders is in line with the Two-State solution and should therefore be fully
supported.
Moreover, the September deadline is also a result of President Obama's speech at the UN
General Assembly in September 2010, calling for Palestine as a new member of the UN in 2011.
Since then, South-Soudan has joined the concert of nations without preconditions and despite
less readiness for assuming the duties of statehood. The US has been unable to ensure Israel’s
clear commitment to the parameters and policies of peace. On the contrary, the US is pleading
for a return to gradualism and asymmetry, as well as a differentiated approach and timeframe for
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final status negotiations with no agreement on the end game, all recipes for failure as proven by
two decades of such negotiations.
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The current situation is one of sharp asymmetry between the two sides, between occupied and
occupier, between one side that has long since gained independence and one side that still yearns
for it. UN recognition and admission will help to address this situation politically and legally;
however, while an important condition for a new paradigm in the political process, it is not
enough on its own to substantially change the situation on the ground. It must be accompanied
by a substantial upgrade in international efforts to translate this recognition into a reality on the
ground.
September could be a unique opportunity to recognize and agree upon the final goals and the
basic principles of the peace process. It is an opening for the whole world to recognize where the
peace process is heading based on international laws and the agreed-upon principles and UN
resolutions, so as to preserve the Two-State solution.
There are those who argue that if Palestine obtains recognition and membership in the UN in
September based on 1967 borders, Palestinians would be encouraged to give up negotiations
with Israel. This claim totally misinterprets the rationale behind this Palestinian act. On the
contrary, the recognition of the State of Palestine and its admission to the UN will encourage the
sides to go to negotiations based on internationally-recognized terms of reference that will enable
a meaningful and credible process in a limited timeframe.
The Israelis should be wise enough to change their position and look at UN recognition as a
declaration of principles towards resuming negotiations and ending the conflict. The threats will
only make the current situation worse and more complicated, widening the gap between the two
sides. This is not of benefit for either side, or for the prospect of peace in the region.
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The following chapters analyze the economic implications of the September process if the
Palestinians obtain UN recognition as a state based on the 1967 borders. Consequently, we will
analyze three scenarios that may arise:
! Going back to negotiations with a clear vision of and terms of reference for permanent status.
! Continuation of the status-quo, which would most probably lead to economic and political
deterioration.
! The worst-case scenario of renewed conflict, expanded blockade, increased access and
movement restrictions, and reduction of international aid. #
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Going back to negotiations with a clear vision of and terms of reference for permanent status will
make it possible to achieve concrete steps in implementing Palestinian development strategies,
and will allow for immediate interventions to address the fundamental weaknesses of the
Palestinian economy. At the same time, it will make use of Palestinian economic strengths and
comparative advantages to build a competitive environment that will form the bedrock for a
viable Palestinian economy.!
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Palestinian long-term development planning has to address a very wide spectrum of weaknesses
and challenges, which have been developed and accumulated over the last four and a half
decades. These weaknesses include extreme dependencies on Israel; under-developed economic
infrastructure; acute demographic and labor-market challenges; political weaknesses and
vulnerabilities; constraints related to the economic regime and restrictive arrangements with
Israel; access and movement restrictions; special development challenges such as the
rehabilitation and economic recovery of Gaza and absorption of Palestinian returnees; and many
more.
These manifold weaknesses and vulnerabilities of the Palestinian economy, which constitute an
impassable barrier to sustainable long-term economic growth, are discussed in detail in the next
chapter, “The Unsustainability of the Status Quo”.
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In spite of these weaknesses, the Palestinian economy and society have proven to be surprisingly
resilient to economic shocks, even of the magnitude of the harsh measures and extraordinary
circumstances of the Second Intifada.
This resilience can be attributed to the combination of the following three key factors:
First, the Palestinian Authority continued its orderly operation, maintaining the regular
delivery of basic public services to the population and paying the monthly salaries of its swelling
workforce. In 2002, this workforce represented 26 percent of total employment inside the West
Bank and Gaza (WB&G), and 40 percent of all domestic wages. Thus, PNA wages were
instrumental in supporting the livelihood of the population at large and in injecting vital
purchasing power into the market, which made the difference between survival of the dwindling
domestic private sector and a far more dramatic collapse.
Second, donor support, which doubled in the Intifada period compared to its pre-Intifada level,
to an annual level of around $1 billion. Donor budgetary support was the primary source for the
regular payment of PA salaries; other forms of donor support played a major role in financing a
widespread social security net, cushioning the impact of the economic shocks on the population
in general.
Third, Palestinian society remained cohesive, resilient, and functional in spite of the
prolonged violence, curfew, and closures. Widespread lending and sharing and family and other
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informal social safety nets, in addition to donor support, compensated for the steep decline of
household incomes.
The combination of these three factors enabled Palestinian society to absorb and survive the
economic shocks and high levels of unemployment that might have torn the social fabric in less
resilient societies.3
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Careful analysis of the basic characteristics of the Palestinian economy indicates promising
potential for rapid, sustainable long-term economic growth under a new growth-supportive
economic regime, as detailed below.
This rapid development potential stems from a combination of the following factors:$#
First, the Palestinian economy is very small, about 3 percent of the Israeli economy and onequarter of Jordan’s (measured by the size of the GDP). Developmentally, this is a great
advantage: (a) from a macro-economic point of view, it is easier and quicker to change the
course of a small boat than a giant ship; and (b) the small size of the economy combined with the
small geographical size of the West Bank and Gaza enable development planners to look at the
rehabilitation and development of the Palestinian economy as a medium-scale regional
development project. This conceptual observation implies that a set of successful local or
sectorial projects can make a great difference. These projects can serve as growth engines and
employment generators for the Palestinian economy at large.
This observation is especially applicable to Gaza; a set of well-chosen sectorial and local projects
could uplift the tiny Gaza economy, and put it on a sustainable high growth path.
Second, Palestine has an ample and highly-educated workforce, and unused production
capabilities. Once economic recovery begins, the basic resilience of the Palestinian economy
would be reflected in a speedy mobilization of ample, unused production capabilities: (a) some
300 thousand unemployed working-age persons ready to accept new work opportunities; plus
some 50 thousand new entrants a year into the workforce; (b) an extremely high percentage of
unused production capacity in industry, construction, and in other branches of the economy.
Third, Palestine has close ties with the large and advanced Israeli economy:
These ties were formalized under the Paris Protocol (Annex IV of the Oslo Agreement), the legal
framework that governs Palestinian – Israeli economic and trade relations. The agreement
formulates a quasi-customs union (unified “customs envelope”) between the Palestinian and
Israeli markets, with the original aim of promoting Palestinian economic development through
the following basic principles:
! Free movement of goods between the two markets (Palestinian and Israeli) without tariff and
non-tariff barriers. .
! The adoption of a joint/unified tariff list while giving the Palestinian Authority the right to
determine duties and standards requirements for a list of basic/strategic commodities known
as lists A-1, A-2 and B5. The purpose of these lists was twofold: to allow Palestinian traders
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to do business with Arab and Islamic markets without interference from Israel6, as well as to
provide the Palestinian Authority with flexibility to meet some basic market needs in specific
strategic and construction commodities.
! The concept of revenue sharing, whereby Israeli customs (while still in control of external
borders for the West Bank and the Gaza Strip) would clear goods imported by Palestinian
traders on behalf of Palestinian customs (based on the unified customs envelope) and then
transfer this money to the PNA on a regular basis.7
The original aim of the Paris Protocol failed to materialize under the Status Quo, and economic
integration with Israel has impeded the development of the WB&G domestic economy.
Nevertheless, under a new growth-supportive economic regime, close economic relations with
Israel, would turn, , into an important asset for Palestinian development prospects.
The relatively giant Israeli economy provides huge economic growth opportunities for the PNA
through the following: (a) Israel is an immediate, ready market for Palestinian exports and for
sub-contracting to Israeli industries; (b) the PNA would export labor services to Israel, albeit to a
much lower extent than in pre-Intifada times; (c) Israel is a ready reservoir of technical knowhow, production infrastructure, and marketing channels; and (d) partnerships with Israeli
companies would enable Palestinian businesses access to various development projects and
export-oriented joint-ventures directed at other markets.
Fourth, the PNA would have free access to Arab markets in addition to other large trading
partners:
Palestinian external trade with partners other than Israel was always of the highest priority for
the PNA, which led the PNA to sign many trade agreements with potential trade partners. These
agreements, as mentioned above, are one of the main strengths of the Palestinian economy and
will be a major driving force in developing the Palestinian economy.
Going back to negotiations with a clear vision forward will demolish many challenges that are
locking the potential provided by these agreements. The following are brief summaries of these
free trade agreements:
! Greater Arab Free Trade Area (GAFTA)
GAFTA is a first step towards achieving an Arab common market by 2020. 18 Arab countries are
members in GAFTA: Jordan, Morocco, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,
Oman, Qatar, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Egypt, Palestine, Tunisia, Libya, Sudan, Yemen and Algeria.
As of January 1st, 2005, the agreement reached full trade liberalization of goods through the full
exemption of customs duties and charges. Arab countries are currently engaged in negotiations to
liberalize services and investments among them.
! The Interim Association Agreement (IAA) with the European Union
This agreement, which emanates from the Barcelona Process’ "Union for the Mediterranean",
was signed in February1997. It aims at providing duty-free access of Palestinian industrial goods
and some agricultural goods into the European Union, as well as European goods into the
Palestinian market. The IAA is considered one of the most important agreements for the
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Palestinian economy because of the potential it provides through a duty-free, quota-free
treatment for Palestinian export of industrial goods and agricultural products to the EU market..
In the 9th Union for the Mediterranean Trade Ministerial Conference, Brussels, 11 November
2010, Ministers endorsed a package of measures to facilitate trade of Palestinian products with
other Euro-Mediterranean partners on a bilateral and regional basis.
The Interim Agreement with the European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
This agreement was signed with the EFTA States - Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and
Switzerland - on November 30, 1998 and entered into force on July 1, 1999. The agreement
provides for free trade in industrial products as well as fish and marine products. Furthermore,
separate bilateral agricultural agreements were also signed. These agreements are part of the
tools for the creation of the free trade zone.
The Interim Association Agreement with Turkey
The objective of this agreement is to increase and enhance economic cooperation. The agreement
includes a gradual phasing out of all the obstacles and restrictions on trade in goods, including
agricultural products, in addition to promotion of trade and cooperation between the parties in
the markets of third countries. The parties shall gradually establish a free trade area between
them.
Palermo protocol
In March 2009, Palestine endorsed the Palermo protocol. This protocol allows for the principle
of diagonal accumulation of origin so that parties’ industrial sectors can increase exports to all
markets covered by Palermo Protocol, especially EU markets. Other markets included are
Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Palestine, the EEA / EFTA
countries (Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and Liechtenstein), Romania, Bulgaria, the Faroe
Islands and Turkey.
Agadir Agreement:
In 2009, the Palestinian cabinet decided to join the Agadir agreement. In the 9th Union for the
Mediterranean Trade Ministerial Conference, parties to the Agadir Agreement (Morocco, Egypt,
Jordan, Tunisia) promised to conclude procedures for the accession of the Palestinian Authority
to the agreement by early 2011.
Other Free Trade Agreements and Arrangements
Other free trade arrangements are the ones reached with the US and Canada as an extension of
their free trade agreements with Israel. These agreements potentially open the door for the
Palestinian exporter into the large US and Canadian markets.
Considering the similarity between the PNA and Jordan in their basic resource base, the rapid
development of Jordanian regional and other exports is an indication of Palestinian export
potential. Moreover, the combination of this asset with Palestinian access to Israeli advanced
technology and production capabilities can place Palestinian exporters in a position of
comparative advantage in Arab and other markets.
Fifth, exceptionally large international economic support: The international donor
community is ready to generously support viable Palestinian economic rehabilitation and
development program as soon as political and security conditions allow it.
Historical review of Palestinian economic performance reveals remarkable growth whenever the
political situation allowed. This strength was manifested in the early 1990s, in 1997–1999, and in
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2008-2010, all periods of relative political stability and relatively eased security restrictions.
Nevertheless, historical experience shows that all these instances of fast growth were short-term
and ultimately failed because of the impassable barrier of structured weaknesses of the Status
Quo. The same course of events is unfolding in 2011, as the high-growth of 2008-2010, in the
West Bank, seems to be coming to an end (see detailed analysis in Chapter Three, “The
Crossroads of September”).
In order to enable long-term sustainable growth based on these strengths and advantages,
Palestine would need to replace the present economic regime with a new growth-supporting one,
as proposed below.
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Since its establishment, the PNA, with the support of the international economy, has worked
extensively to build the institutions needed for statehood. Between the deteriorating situation on
the ground since the year 2000 and the failure of the peace process, many of these efforts were
lost or weakened.
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With the 2009 launch of the 13th Palestinian Government’s program, “Ending the Occupation,
Establishing the State”, the PNA outlined a state-building vision. This vision defined strategic
priorities for each ministry and agency to implement, with the overall aim of building the
institutions of a state over a two-year period. The program of the 13th Government was founded
on the belief that hard “bottom up” work will clear the path towards the establishment of the
independent and sovereign State of Palestine.
The plan was welcomed by the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee (AHLC) in September 2009 and was
supported by the Quartet with the intention of building the institutions of a Palestinian state in
two years. The target set by the parties in September 2010 for seeking a negotiated framework
agreement on permanent status within one year became the PNA's target date for completion of
institutional readiness for statehood. It was crucially important for the Palestinian Authority that
the state-building and political processes be brought into alignment by September 2011.
Since the program was launched in August 2009, the PNA has been systematically strengthening
its institutions and performance in the fields of governance, social development, economy,
infrastructure, and fiscal responsibility. It has also been strengthening and increasing public
confidence in justice and rule of law institutions; enabling private sector-led economic growth
and sustained provision of social services that exceed regional standards; and significantly
enhancing external aid effectiveness.
In his introduction of the PNA's report to the AHLC on April 13th, 2011, Prime Minster Fayyad
stated, "I believe that our governing institutions have now reached a high state of readiness”. The
PNA's achievements are in line with the conclusions of the UN report to the AHLC that “in the
limited territory under its control and within the constraints on the ground imposed by
unresolved political issues, the PNA has accelerated progress in improving its governmental
functions. In six areas where the UN is most engaged, governmental functions are now sufficient
for a functioning government of a state”. This reaffirms the World Bank’s assessment in
September 2010, noted by the Quartet, that “if the PNA maintains its current performance in
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institution-building and delivery of public services, it is well positioned for the establishment of
a state at any point in the near future. This is a significant achievement arising from the
commitment of the PA and strong donor backing.” 8
The same UN report also concludes that “despite the progress achieved, the key constraints to the
existence and successful functioning of the institutions of a potential State of Palestine arise
primarily from the persistence of occupation and the unresolved issues in the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict”. 9
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In spite of the achievements of the 2009-2011 program, the PNA still lacks the environment and
basic economic setting that enables sustainable economic development: namely, the resources
and pre-conditions needed to develop a prosperous private sector; to develop human resources as
the growth engine of a knowledge-based economy; and to enhance export-driven growth based
on producing goods and providing services with high added value and competitive advantage.
The Palestinian National Plan 2011-2013 (PNP) was drafted with the aim of tackling these key
strategic objectives, combined with continued efforts to support the state building agenda,
including redressing inequities, investing in rural development, and addressing constraints to
access. The policy framework focuses specifically on improved service delivery, increased
economic interdependence, improved infrastructure, and effective and accountable public
institutions. The PNP, therefore, reflects the PNA’s continued commitment to improving state
institutions and government functions.10
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Considering the weaknesses and vulnerabilities presented above, the PNA development strategy
points to the following main challenges that need to be addressed in order to enable sustainable
long-term economic development:
First, addressing the extreme dependence on Israel: diversifying trade and other economic
relations through the opening and development of new markets, and boosting exports in a
manner that will enhance independence from the Israeli economy.
Second, enhancing the competitiveness of Palestinian companies: The challenge lies in the
fact that the Palestinian economy is based mainly on!small and medium businesses that lack
many competitive factors.
Third, integration of the different development strategies that have been applied to various
economic sectors, the financial sector, etc.
Fourth, effective comprehensive horizontal and vertical policies that support restructuring
and diversification of trade and less dependency on international aid.
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These strategies would enable the PNA to address the manifold weaknesses of the Palestinian
economy, including:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Weak and small Palestinian local market;
Difficulty of movement of goods within Palestinian cities;
Low confidence in investment in Palestine;
Need to upgrade the existing institutions so that they are capable of running a sovereign state
and a viable Palestinian economy;
Low capital structure and difficulty of acquiring the latest technology;
Loss of Gaza market due to the blockade;
Structural deficiencies in the process of infrastructure building and development;
Random and irregular market environment;
Weak competitive advantage of Palestinian products due to the high transaction costs that
result from the Israeli measures on the ground;
Budget of PNA depends on international aid;
Migration of capital due to political instability;
Migration of youth due to weak job market;
Lack of Israeli recognition of trade agreements signed by the PA.
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the PNA’s efforts to overcome the difficulties and challenges were clearly reflected in the
national objectives within the National Plan of the 13th Government – “Palestine, Ending the
Occupation, Establishing the State”, and in the Palestinian National Plan 2011-2013 (PNP).
Consequently, the PNA's policies were directed towards diversifying Palestinian trade, creating a
competitive business environment, and strengthening competitiveness to attract investment and
compete locally and internationally while building on the Palestinian comparative advantages.
As per this positive scenario, the PNA could start immediately implementing its strategy and
benefit from the vast potential provided by its trade agreements to diversify trade and to find
alternative markets for Palestinian goods and services. This would reduce Palestinian
dependency on trade with the Israeli markets (or exporting via Israel) and increase the
competitiveness of the economy in general and productive sectors in particular, taking into
consideration that Israel strategically will remain, for strictly economic reasons, a major trade
partner. It will then be possible for the PNA to move from interim agreements to full association
agreements with the EU, Turkey and EFTA countries
Moreover, Palestinians will control formulation and implementation of the needed policies
towards developing a competitive business and investment environment in Palestine, and become
competitive with other business environments in the region.
Building on the Palestinian comparative advantages will put the PNA in a more competitive
position for attracting investment locally and internationally. These advantages come in part from
the different Palestinian regions, especially economic development of the Jordan Valley.
Development of the Valley will play an active role in the Palestinian economic recovery and
development. In general terms, an immediate transfer of Area C to the PNA will open it to
widespread development of the stone and marble, agricultural, and construction sectors.
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Designing integrated programs for all economic sectors in parallel and in a complementary
manner is a key to development of a viable Palestinian economy.
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As a very small economy, Palestine can attain sustainable long-term growth only through an
export-oriented growth strategy: export of goods, services (e.g. tourism), and “export of
workers” to foreign markets that can absorb some of Palestine’s excess labor supply.
As detailed below, a new economic regime with Israel is the key for sustainable export-driven,
long-term Palestinian economic growth. In addition, Palestine would need a large and stable
inflow of external aid for the coming decade.
The analysis below relates to the three most important fields of Palestinian external economic
relations. First, economic relations with Israel; and then, the two other vital realms of Palestinian
economic relations: the international donors, and the Arab world.
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As detailed in Chapter Two below, “The Unsustainability of the Status Quo”, the current
framework of trade and economic relations between the PNA and Israel is a mix of an imperfect
customs union and Israeli unilateralism. Key elements of the Paris Protocol, which were
formulated to guarantee Palestinian economic interests, have not been implemented; and in the
wake of the Intifada, a new set of harsh access and movement restrictions was added to all of
these overwhelming structural weaknesses of the present Palestinian-Israeli economic regime.
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Detailed analyses of the diverse and interrelated elements of Palestinian – Israeli economic
relations point to the huge potential for growth and other economic advantages under a new trade
regime and economic arrangements with Israel, which would replace the Status Quo.##
The most promising new regime envisages replacement of the present Quasi-Customs Union
trade regime with a Free Trade Area agreement (FTA), namely duty-free treatment of mutually
originating goods and services, between two independent and equal economic entities, Palestine
and Israel. The recommended new economic regime further envisages that this FTA will be
enhanced through a “Cooperation Agreement”, which will include components like cooperation
on health, tax, standardization, competition and bank supervision authorities, harmonization and
recognition of product standards and professional qualifications of service providers, and
institutional arrangements such as joint committees and dispute settlement.
The Israeli – Palestinian FTA can be designed to encourage agreements with third parties like
QIZ12-style arrangements with the US, the EU and other markets; special arrangements for
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
##

"The discussion below is based on several previous works which included in depth analysis of these factors; mainly
The AIX Group, Economic Road Map, January 2004; PalTrade and the Peres Center for Peace, The Untapped
Potential, December 2006; and PIBF and NIR, Future Economic Relations between the Palestinian and Israeli
Economies, December 2007; as well as the Palestinian government assessments in PNA, Palestinian Development
Plan for 2011 – 2013, April 2011."""
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export-oriented free zones; special economic development zones (in the Jordan Valley or in
Gaza); and special-status industrial estates.
For Palestine, the new regime would include the freedom to benefit from preferential trade
agreements that Israel is not party to, such as the Greater Arab Free Trade Area (GAFTA) or the
Agadir Group (Egypt, Jordan, Tunis and Morocco). The new economic regime will include
negotiated arrangements on sectors like agriculture or tourism, and on issues like the use of
shared water resources, the environment, transportation, impediments to exchange of services,
etc. Most importantly, under the new envisioned regime, movement and access arrangements and
security procedures would be revised to enable orderly movement of goods, businesspeople and
tourists between Israel, Palestine and third party countries, under stable political and security
situation inside Palestine and between Palestine and Israel. The envisaged new economic regime
also assumes actively encouraging Israeli and Palestinian governmental policies towards
business cooperation and Israeli investments in Palestine$%"#
Enhanced trade and economic cooperation with Israel under such new economic relations is
probably the best way for a new strong upsurge of the Palestinian economy. Once the Status Quo
impediments are removed, Israel would present a large, ready market for increased Palestinian
exports, including promising niche markets such as the Israeli Arab market, and retail border
trade. The Palestinian access to Israeli technological know-how and advanced industrial
infrastructure and products would give Palestinian exporters a solid competitive advantage in
regional markets, and cooperation with Israel would give Palestinian producers access to Western
markets by using Israeli marketing platforms and by supplying semi-finished products and subcontracting to Israeli exporters. Cooperation with Israel would also boost the development of
various Palestinian service-sectors, such as tourism, transportation, etc.
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As explained above, Palestinian sustainable long-term economic growth must be export-driven.
A large part of the projected jump in Palestinian exports under the recommended new economic
regime relates to Palestine expanding into Arab markets, especially the lucrative markets of the
Arabian Gulf. In doing so, Palestine would benefit both from its membership in GAFTA and
from its access to Israeli advanced products and technologies. This would provide Palestinian
exporters with a unique advantageous position, compared to other Arab exporters, in penetrating
and expanding exports to the lucrative markets of the Arabian Gulf.
Arab markets, and mainly the Arabian Gulf market, have greatly expanded over the last decade.
The combined GDP of the Arab World is estimated at $2.4 trillion in 2011, the equivalent of the
United Kingdom or Brazil, the sixth and seventh largest economies in the World. The GCC
economic bloc, comprising Saudi Arabia and the other five Arabian Gulf countries (Kuwait, the
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar, and Oman), with a combined GDP of about $1.4 trillion in
2011, is the equivalent of the world’s eleventh largest economy, Russia.
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Aix Group, Economic Road Map, 2004, p. 13-27; PIBF and NIR, Future Economic Relations Between the
Palestinian and Israeli Economies, December 2007, p. 10, 42 – 45, 49.#
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Arab imports of goods and services, increased by 250 percent from 2003 to 2011. In comparison,
the global import volume increased by only 130 percent in the same period. The lion’s share of
Arab imports, 55 percent of all Arab imports in 2011, is concentrated in the GCC countries.
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Iran is included in the figures for “other Arab countries” because of technical IMF definitions. The other non-Arab
Middle East countries, Turkey and Israel, are excluded.#
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Our in-depth analyses of possible alternative economic and trade regimes for Palestine found that
a cooperative approach, under a Free Trade Area Agreement with Israel, would generate
enormous advantages for both the Palestinian and the Israeli economies. This impact would be
particularly high on certain sectors and subsectors such as tourism, fruits, vegetables, olive oil,
garments, ITC, and others.15
The high growth rates projected under this scenario reflect the exceptionally depressed level of
the Palestinian economy at present, and the enormity of unutilized production capabilities. Once
the restrictive elements of the Status Quo are gone and the growth-inducing elements of the new
economic regime are in place, these unutilized production capabilities will be the generators of
such high growth rates.
These unutilized production capacities include 300,000 working age people who are either
formally unemployed or have never looked for work and who would readily join the labor force
once work opportunities open; high unused production capacity in industry and construction; and
the de-developed economic infrastructure.
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The exceptional growth potential of the depressed Palestinian economy was demonstrated,
several times, in periods of relative political stability, and recently again, in Gaza. As an
immediate response to the partial lifting of Israeli blockade on Gaza in June 2010, the economy
of Gaza rebounded. Real GDP in the first quarter of 2011 was 24 percent higher than in the first
quarter of 2010, following a 15 percent real growth in 2010 (compared to 2009). These
macroeconomic indications have been substantiated by business activity data. A study of Gaza’s
business sector reaction to the partial lifting of the Israeli blockade found that average sales
increased by 31 percent from June 2010 to March 2011, and reported capacity utilization in
industry grew from 34 to 42 percent.$%
In spite of its impressive size, this upsurge represents no more than a fraction of Gaza’s
economic growth potential. Though the partial relaxation of Israeli restrictions on Gaza’s trade
has allowed the number of import trucks entering Gaza to almost double compared to their
number before June 2010, the average number of trucks passing between Israel and Gaza in the
early months of 2011 was still less than 20 percent of the volume of freight movements needed to
support “normal economic activity” in Gaza.$&#The same study of Gaza’s business sector found
that business activity is still greatly constrained, mainly as a consequence of the unreliable
supply of electricity, the unpredictable availability of raw materials and extremely limited access
to export markets.$' Hence, the new envisioned economic regime of FTA Plus Cooperation
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As per the analysis of “cooperative agreement” scenario (FTA plus cooperative economic arrangements) in PIBF
and NIR, ibid, p. 9; indirect impact included. The detailed analysis & calculation method is presented in Annex 2 of
the source.#
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PCBS, Preliminary Estimates of Quarterly National Accounts for the First Quarter of 2011, June 2011, p. 14;
IMF, April 13, 2011, p. 3; Office of the Quartet Representative, PalTrade and PFI Report, Tracking Changes in Key
Industrial Sectors in Gaza Following the Partial Easing of Israeli Restrictions in June 2010, Second Round of
Results, March 2011, p. 2-3.#
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160 trucks per day, on average, compared to over 1,000 truckloads per day needed for normal economic activity.
See detailed analysis on this point in: The Peres Center for Peace, “Gaza Strip Crossings: Israeli Policies in a
Broader Perspective: A Summary and Analysis of Palestinian-Israeli Roundtables, June 2011, p. 9-12, 30-31#
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Agreement with Israel is expected to generate very high real growth rates in the coming few
years, by integrating these unutilized production capabilities into Palestinian economic activity.
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The new economic regime will enable release the growth potential in a wide range of exportoriented branches of the economy which have not been able to realize their growth potential
under the Status Quo. The following two examples will suffice for demonstrating this point:
tourism and export-oriented agriculture.
The tourism sector has shown a modest recovery in recent years, as a result of partial relaxation
of Israeli restrictions on access and movement in the West Bank. Nevertheless, it remains very
small, accounting for only 1.5 percent of the West Bank’s GDP. This tiny contribution of tourism
to the Palestinian economy is in striking contrast to the great potential of Palestine as a tourism
destination, and in comparison to neighboring countries like Jordan and even Syria (until the
latest uprising there).
Under the envisioned new economic regime, the high growth potential of the tourism sector will
be released, as a result of the following changes: movement restrictions would be replaced by
free and orderly movement of tourists in Palestine and between Palestine and Israel; Palestine
would become a safe and independent tourist destination; the average length of stay and
spending of visitors would show an increase; travel destinations and points of interest would
diversify beyond the strong dependency today on the Christian market; the Palestinian tourism
infrastructure would be rehabilitated and developed; and cooperation with the Israeli tourism
sector would enhance worldwide marketing of a broader “Holy Land” product.
As noted, the removal of Israeli restrictions would enable the Palestinian tourism industry to tap
non-Christian markets (business and conferences, tour packages for Jordan and Egypt, Muslim
pilgrimage and visiting friends and relatives or leisure travel), and to lure in the large private
investments required for building a tourism infrastructure that would enable Palestine to become
an attractive tourism destination for millions of tourists.$%
Export-oriented agriculture is another branch that has been almost non-existent under the
Status Quo. Its huge potential is apparent, however, from the most successful small-scale
beginnings in Gaza, as well as the success of this branch in Jordan and Egypt. Under the new
economic regime, the largely one-sided agricultural trade between Palestine and Israel (namely,
Palestinian imports of agricultural products and inputs many times higher than Palestinian
exports) would both increase substantially and become much more balanced. A wide range of
mutually advantageous export-oriented agricultural and agro-industry business activities would
be set in motion, in fields like high-value vegetable, flower and fruit exports to European and
other markets.
The new economic regime would also enable Palestine (and Israel) to benefit from export of
high-value Palestinian agricultural products to Arab markets, based on Israeli advanced
technologies and inputs.!&
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See detailed quantitative analysis and forecast in PIBF and NIR, ibid, p. 52, 55; PCBS, Hotel Activity Survey,
First Quarter 2011, #
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See detailed quantitative analysis and forecast in PIBF and NIR, ibid, p. 57#
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The macroeconomic framework of the new Palestinian National Development Plan for 2011–
2013 is based on a scenario assuming continued removal of obstacles to access and movement
and removal of the blockade on Gaza, while all other elements of the Status Quo remain in place.
Though these assumptions imply an economic environment that is less encouraging for economic
development than the FTA Plus Cooperation Agreement regime, the plan forecasts an increasing
path of real growth, from 9 percent in 2011 to 12 percent in 2013. Furthermore, the plan includes
the possibility of a more positive scenario, if sovereignty is attained. In this case, the plan
forecasts more aggressive growth of the Palestinian economy, as “the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip economies can be reintegrated, international trade can flourish, significant private sector
investment can be unlocked, and long-delayed large-scale public investment projects can be
launched”.!$
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The high GDP growth and the fast growth in the other main economic indicators, forecasted
under the new economic regime, reflect recovery of lost economic potential over the last two and
a half decades, since the First Intifada. Furthermore, even if the Palestinian economy achieves
exceptionally high growth of 10-11 percent, on average, over the coming decade, the Palestinian
GDP per capita in 2020 will be far below the 2010 level of the Jordanian GDP per capita, and
Palestine will still be among the poorest Arab economies.
The extremely low economic starting point of Palestine, in the aftermath of the Second Intifada,
is described in detail in Chapter Two below, “The Unsustainability of the Status Quo”.
An illustrative snapshot of this situation is provided through comparing the Palestinian Gross
National Income (GNI) per capita to the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) regional
average. In 1999–2000, the Palestinian GNI per capita was at the same level as the MENA
average (which is heavily weighted with oil-rich countries). It was slightly below the Jordanian
GNI per capita, almost twice as large as that of Syria, and 4–5 times larger than the poorest Arab
countries, like Sudan and Yemen. By 2006, the Palestinian GNI per capita was just under 45
percent of the MENA average, less than 40 percent of Jordan’s GNI per capita, and only twothirds of the Syrian GNI per capita. Moreover, the PNA dropped much closer to the poorest Arab
countries, as the PNA GNI per capita was only 50 percent higher than that of Sudan or Yemen. In
Gaza, GNI per capita was already below that of Yemen and Sudan%!! The comparative picture for
2010 is not better, as shown in Chapter Two below.
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Jordan is a most relevant case for evaluating the Palestine’s economic growth potential. Palestine
is quite similar to Jordan in its basic resource base. It also enjoys quite similar favorable trade
arrangements with major trade partners.
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PNA, Palestinian Development Plan for 2011 – 2013, April 2011, p. 64 #
Comparisons based on the World Bank’s World Development Indicators series#
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The main difference between the PNA and Jordan, alas, is that the PNA lacks security, stability,
free movement, and access to the markets. Once these disadvantages are removed under the new
economic regime, Palestine will be able to develop its economy on the same lines as Jordan has
over the last decade. Moreover, Palestine’s better access to the Israeli market, Israeli
technologies, etc., put it in an advantageous position compared to Jordan. All in all, an exportoriented growth strategy, which the envisioned new economic regime would enable, is expected
to work for Palestine at least as well as it has worked for Jordan over the last decade.
Export of goods and services has been Jordan’s most important growth engine.
Jordanian exports of goods to Arab markets grew fivefold between 2000 and 2010, from only
$600 million to $3 billion, and exports to the US (under the preferred QIZ and the FTA
agreements) grew from negligible volumes in the 1990s to around $1 billion a year in the second
half of the 2000s. Total exports grew fourfold, from $1.5 billion in 2000 to $6 billion in 2010.
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Total export of services, primarily tourism, transportation and logistical services, grew more than
threefold, from $1.6 billion in 2000 to $5.2 billion in 2010, with Arab markets contributing most
of this growth. In addition, remittances of Jordanian workers abroad, mostly from Arabian Gulf
countries, doubled, from above $1.5 billion in 2000 to above $3 billion in 2010. All in all, Jordan
succeeded in tripling its total export revenue, plus its income from “export of Jordanian
workers”, in a decade, from below $5 billion in 2000 to almost $15 billion in 2010. Furthermore,
foreign direct private investments (again, mainly from the Arabian Gulf) jumped more than
fourfold, from an average of slightly above $0.5 billion a year in the first half of the 2000s, to an
average of about $2.5 billion a year in the second part of that decade.23
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Central Bank of Jordan, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Balance of Payment, Tables 31 and 32. 2000 – 2008 was a
period of a great leap forward for the Jordanian economy. The continuous fast growth paused at the end of 2008,#
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The starting point of Palestine, in 2011-12, is much lower than that of Jordan in 2000 in all
aspects. The volume of Palestinian exports of goods and services in 2010 is below $1 billion,
around the same level as it was in 1999. Exports are confined mostly to Israel, while exports to
non-Israeli markets are negligible. Workers’ remittances from Arab markets are very low as well.
This very low starting point, combined with Palestine’s favorable competitive position under the
new envisioned regime, would enable it to achieve higher export increase rates which, in turn,
will sustain high economic growth rates, as per the forecasts mentioned above.
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The PNA has enjoyed most generous international support from its early days; indeed, it has
been among the top world recipients of international support per capita for the last fifteen years.
The most important donors are the US and EU, which accounted for almost half of all aid in
2009, and the UN, through UNRWA and other aid arms. The rest of the international aid comes
from over 40 major donors (states and international organizations), and many smaller donors,
which channel aid through about 1,500 NGOs estimated to be active in Palestine!!$
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International aid started in !""4, with the advent of the PNA, at a level of around $500 million
per year, and remained around this level through the second half of the 1990s, until the outbreak
of the Second Intifada in September 2000.!% Most of the aid in 1994 was in form of budget
support, for the financing of the PNA’s recurrent expenses. Beginning in 1995, however, as the
fiscal situation of the PNA showed impressive improvement and its current deficit began to
rapidly decrease, the share of budget support decreased, and most international aid to the PNA
took the form of development assistance, as well as humanitarian aid through non-budgetary
channels, such as UNRWA’s education and health activities, direct financing of food and other
elements of the social safety network, and a multitude of other non-governmental relief activities
and development projects. In 1998 and 1999, the PNA succeeded in fully covering its recurrent
expenses from its own fiscal sources, and the PNA’s international aid was used wholly for
development expenses!!&"
With the outbreak of the Intifada in 2000, the international donors shifted their budgetary aid
from development expenses to financing of the PNA’s recurrent deficit while significantly
increasing their non-budgetary aid, financing the growing relief needs of the Palestinian
population. By 2005, overall international aid was estimated at close to $1 billion, of which
about $350 million was budgetary support covering part of the PNA’s recurrent deficit. The rest
was non-budgetary support, mainly for social security!!'"
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Since 2006, total international aid has steeply increased, growing to over $1.5 billion in 2007,
then jumping to about $2.5 billion in 2008, and peaking at $3 billion in 2009. Budgetary aid
grew almost fivefold, to almost $2 billion in 2008 and 2009, mostly for financing the recurrent
deficit. Non-budgetary support doubled to around $1 billion in 2009$%& At this magnitude,
external aid represented close to half of Palestinian GDP; it was also a dominant source of
finance for the PNA budget, covering above 40 percent of recurrent government spending in
2009.!
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Though the Palestinian Development Plan for 2011-2013 (PDP) predicts continued decline in the
PNA’s need for budget support aid, total international aid to the PNA’s budget would need to
continue at the same high level of $1.5-2 billion per year in order to finance the public
development plans required to support the envisioned rapid economic growth.29
Considering the non-budgetary social relief and project aid of about $1 billion, Palestine would
need a stable flow of international aid at the total magnitude of $2.5-3 billion a year for the
coming decade, in order to support and sustain its economic recovery and development plans,
while also providing the social safety net required for securing social stability.
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The basic properties of the Palestinian economy were shaped during the period of direct Israeli
rule. These characteristics were formally crystallized under the Israeli – Palestinian economic
agreement (the Paris Protocol) of 1994, and have dominated Palestinian economic development
ever since. Moreover, the Palestinian economy has been faced, from the initial period of
Palestinian self-rule, with a set of overwhelming challenges and obstacles: demographic,
political, economic regime issues, and more, over and above the structural weaknesses from the
period of Israeli rule. Then, in the wake of the Second Intifada, a new layer of harsh access and
movement restrictions was added.
These weaknesses, vulnerabilities and interconnected economic and social challenges are
structured in the Status Quo and woven into the political stalemate; they have repeatedly and
severely disrupted Palestinian economic activity and impeded Palestinian economic growth.
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The economic regime that evolved during the formative period of Israeli direct rule (1967–1993)
had two distinctive characteristics: one-sided economic integration, and a dual policy of
economic welfare and under-development.
The basic aspects of the Israeli policy of one-sided integration were described by the World Bank
as follows: export of Palestinian manual, unskilled labor to Israel (skilled labor was either
directed to the Gulf or remained unemployed); and trade conducted predominantly with Israel, as
exports faced barriers or prohibitive costs in going anywhere else; the exception was agricultural
goods, which were directed to and through Jordan$!%#In addition, the Israeli policy of underdevelopment produced an economy with low capital formation, low capital-labor ratios, and low
labor productivity, which had a long-term negative effect on the production capabilities and
performance of the Palestinian economy.31
These policies were mirrored in the development of a series of structural weaknesses in the
Palestinian economy that crippled its productive capacity and rendered it extremely vulnerable to
external economic and political shocks. The major structural imbalances and distortions of the
Palestinian economy, as of 1993, were summarized by the World Bank as follows: (1) heavy
dependence on employment in Israel; (2) an unusually low degree of industrialization; (3) a trade
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structure heavily dominated by trading links with Israel, and with a large trade deficit; and (4)
inadequacies in the provision of public infrastructure and services$!"!
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The Israeli-Palestinian Protocol on Economic Relations, known as the Paris Protocol, was signed
in April 1994 with the aim of administering Palestinian – Israeli economic relationships for a
transitional period of five years, and was expected to be replaced by a permanent status
agreement. However, with the absence of such a permanent status agreement, the arrangements
formalized in the Paris Protocol have continued to govern Palestinian – Israeli economic
relations since 1994. Basically, the economic arrangements embedded in the Paris Protocol
reflect the extension of the major elements of the economic regime of the Israeli-rule period. It
formalized the integration of the Palestinian economy with the larger Israeli economy and
preserved the quasi-customs-union trade regime between the two economies. The monetary
union was preserved, and continued access of Palestinian labor to Israel was allowed$!!!
In effect, dependency on external sources continued, and even deepened, under Palestinian selfrule. On the one hand, the PNA registered commendable achievements such as the creation of a
wide network of international trade agreements (detailed in Chapter One above), or the building
of a functioning public administration and fiscal systems. On the other hand, the structural
weaknesses of the Palestinian economy, combined with the restrictive economic regime under
the Paris Protocol as applied on the ground and with other restrictive Israeli policies, resulted in
the continuation of the major economic trends of the Israeli-rule period.
Despite its significant potential, the network of international trade agreements did not benefit the
Palestinian economy as expected. Since signing the Paris Protocol, Israel has implemented
unilateral measures and continuously violated some of the Protocol’s articles that address
Palestinian needs and interests. It is imperative to note that the Paris Protocol is no longer
functioning as agreed, and is missing the spirit of mutuality that was built into it when it was first
signed.
Israeli non-recognition of most of the PNA’s international trade agreements is another serious
impediment to these agreements’ full realization, as is the matrix of Israeli movement and access
restrictions which lead to sky-rocketing transaction costs that severely reduce Palestinian
competitiveness. Other impediments include: complete closure of the Gaza Strip; internal
closures in the West Bank; the Separation Wall\Barrier; non-implementation of the safe passage
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World Bank, Developing the Occupied Territories, op. cit., Vol. 1: Overview, p. 5#
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The protocol included certain provisions meant to significantly mend the one-sided nature of Israeli-Palestinian
economic relations from the Israeli-rule period, such as allowing free Palestinian export to the Israeli market (except
for certain agricultural products), or allowing for some Palestinian export diversification with Arab countries. On the
ground, however, no significant change was noticed, except for the successful implementation of a mechanism for
VAT and other indirect tax collection by Israel, which became a cornerstone of the PNA’s fiscal system (see World
Bank West Bank and Gaza Office, Long-Term Policy Options for the Palestinian Economy (Jerusalem: World Bank,
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between the West Bank and the Gaza Strip; Israeli control of border crossings and the
implementation of internal commercial crossings between the West Bank and Israel in
contravention of the Paris Protocol; movement restrictions on Palestinians in the Jordan Valley
area of the West Bank; impediments to the movement of the trade and business community in
Jerusalem; impediments to obtaining visas for investors; Israeli non-recognition of Palestinian
Certification of Standards and Sanitary and Phytosanitary compliance; Israeli non-recognition of
Kosher certification; impediments on Customs clearance, tax offsetting, and discrimination
against Palestinian Trade; and the Israeli commitment to not sell Palestinian imports in Israel.
Another obstacle arises as a direct result of these many impediments: the Palestinian Authority
and the Palestinian private sector are forced to prioritize survival over development strategies.
This explains the lack of a Palestinian national strategy to develop trade through exports to date,
even though such a strategy was highlighted in all of the PA's plans and strategies. It is very
complicated to think of any Palestinian strategy that could diversify trade and develop
Palestinian exports without the removal of all of these impediments.
In the first period of Palestinian self-rule, from 1994 to 2000, total domestic expenditure
surpassed domestic production (the GDP) by between 55 and 65 percent of GDP. From 2001 to
2006, as workers’ income from Israel diminished, international donors’ aid replaced it as the
principal external economic source of the Palestinian economy. Total contribution of external
sources retained its long-term share, the equivalent of around 50 percent of GDP#!$"
This huge structural economic imbalance was also mirrored in similarly gigantic deficits in the
balance of payment and the PNA’s budget, in addition to the dependence on Israel for the
collection of a large part of PNA’s fiscal revenue. The latent threat of this critical aspect of
Palestinian economic dependence on Israel materialized after the outbreak of the Second
Intifada, and again in 2006. Prolonged Israeli withdrawal of Palestinian tax revenues contributed
to the special severity of the Palestinian economic crisis in 2001–2002, and again in 2006.
The neglect of infrastructure development for two and a half decades under Israeli rule was
followed by continued public under-investment after the advent of the PNA. The result was a
poor level of economic infrastructure that deteriorated further as a consequence of the deep fall
in investment in infrastructure during the Second Intifada.
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The economic arrangements as formalized in the Paris Protocol, and even more so as
implemented on the ground, left control over a large part of the economic policy-making tools in
Israeli hands. The quasi-customs-union trade regime subjected Palestinian external trade to
Israeli trade policies, customs and duty tariffs, and trade agreements. These policies and
arrangements, which have naturally been tailored by Israel to benefit the Israeli economy, are not
compatible with Palestinian interests and, in many cases, are clearly in contrast with Palestinian
economic interests. The monetary union with Israel, and the use of the Israeli Shekel as the
Palestinian legal tender, has restricted the PNA’s use of monetary policy tools. The arrangement
for VAT and other indirect tax collection by Israel for the PNA, left Israel in control of the lion’s
share of the PNA’s tax revenues, and restricted the PNA’s ability to apply fiscal policy measures.
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Creating a competitive enabling environment requires the ability to formulate and apply the
needed policies. The most important pillars of creating an enabling competitive business
environment in Palestine are: 1) Creating a competitive legal and regulatory framework; and 2)
Providing the proper infrastructure.
The PNA has exerted a significant amount of effort on creating a legal and regulatory framework
(yet to be completed) for a competitive enabling business environment. Unfortunately, despite
these efforts, the most important factors for an enabling business environment are political
stability and the ability to implement policies, especially policies related to foreign investments
and policies that require border controls. Consequently, creating a competitive enabling
environment is not feasible if it is impossible to implement the policies needed to achieve it.
Moreover, creating the required physical and non-physical infrastructure, including
transportation, telecommunication, energy, etc., is not possible under the status quo. Improving
and developing commercial roads is not possible since most of these roads and other
infrastructure projects either pass through or are located in Area C. 60 percent of the West Bank
is designated as Area C, an area in which Israel has full civil and military control. Even areas
accessible to Palestinians are under the jurisdiction of the Israeli Civil Administration for
planning and permit purposes. In 70 percent of Area C, Palestinian building is entirely forbidden;
in the remaining 30 percent, construction is theoretically possible but getting building permits is
practically impossible. Palestinians can build freely only on 1 percent of Area C – most of which
is already built over. Re-operating Gaza Airport, building the port, the construction of an airport
in the West Bank and/or the creation of logistic support centers at borders are therefore beyond
the power of the Palestinians. It is fully controlled by Israel, and the only constructed Gaza
Airport has been destroyed.### #
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On top of all these weaknesses and challenges came the harsh Israeli restrictions on movement of
goods and people that were introduced in the early years of the Intifada. These measures
developed into a multi-faceted system that cut through the web of Palestinian economic life,
raised the costs of business transactions and marketing, and disrupted the predictability needed
for the orderly conduct of business.
The main cause of the rise in the cost of business transactions has been the sharp increase in
transportation costs. Palestinian exporters, importers, and suppliers to the local market have
faced a jump in truck transport costs as a result of longer travel distances and transport times, as
well as more rapid depreciation of truck value due to poor quality and dirt roads. Palestinian
exporters and importers have had to use much more expensive Israeli trucks for shipments
leaving or coming into the West Band Gaza through Israel. On top of these excessive
transportation costs, Palestinian exporters and importers have faced substantial extra costs in
Israeli sea and air ports, in comparison to Israeli importers or exporters.
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Furthermore, the PNA is not allowed to develop and take advantage of most of the West Bank’s
natural resources. As noted above, some 60 percent of the West Bank, defined as Area C, is under
full Israeli control; this includes most of the Palestinian Jordan Valley, which is the only
sparsely-populated part of Palestine that is large enough to support large scale national
!"#
#

development plans. Another outstanding example, among many others, is the stone quarry
industry, by far the most important export industry of the West Bank. The largest West Bank
stone quarries are in Israeli hands, depriving the PNA of a large part of the export revenues of the
West Bank.
The PNA is severely restricted in developing most of the other natural resources of the West
Bank as well. Most infrastructure services, such as electricity and water supply, are in Israeli
hands. The development of road infrastructure, communications, etc., as well as construction,
industrial or agricultural development out of the confines of existing cities and villages, is
blocked or restricted, in many cases, by Israel$!"#
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The Jordan Valley has the potential to play a vital role in the Palestinian economic recovery and
development. It is a unique area that offers opportunities in nearly all major economic sectors.
The Jordan Valley has comparative advantages in the fields of agriculture, tourism, transportation
and logistics, and potential for industrial and agribusiness development as well. Moreover, the
Jordan Valley is the only large region of Palestine that is not densely populated. Therefore, only
the Jordan Valley can support the substantial urban development, including new cities, necessary
to sustain large-scale absorption of population growth.
At the same time, the Jordan Valley is under absolute Israeli control that isolates it from the rest
of the West Bank.
The Japanese Corridor for Peace and Prosperity Initiative is a concrete example of the dedevelopment in Jordan Valley under the Status Quo. This project promotes economic
development in the Jordan Valley, with the aim of contributing to the agro-industry sector.
Nearly six years have passed since the declaration of this initiative, and nearly three years since
the feasibility study for this project was prepared by the Japanese. Even with the continuous
commitment by Japan to support and finance this initiative in general and the Agro Industrial
Park in the Jordan Valley in particular, still nothing of this initiative has been implemented on the
ground, despite an Israeli commitment to move this project forward.
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The Palestinian arena has always been characterized by basic political instability, which has
intensified over the last two decades. On the external front, the unsolved conflict with Israel,
rooted in strong feelings of political frustration, is always ready to erupt. In the mid-1980s, the
political frustration fused with rising “depth currents” of social discontent, igniting the First
Intifada in December 1987. From this point on, the West Bank and Gaza has constantly been on
the verge of violent explosion, suffering recurrent waves of violence in varying degrees of
intensity, with short recesses of relative calm and stability. The economic deterioration and
human degradation, which have deepened in the years of the Second Intifada, have strengthened
the destabilizing forces of political and social frustration.
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The Palestinian demographic challenge stems from the extremely high natural growth rate of the
Palestinian population. The Total Fertility Rate (TFR = the average number of live births per
woman during her fertility period) in the WB&G was 6 births per woman in 1997. Though
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See, for example, the detailed analysis in World Bank, the Economic Effects of Restricted Access to Land in the
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Palestinian TFR has significantly decreased over the 2000s, to 4.2 births per woman in 2010, it is
still among the highest in the Arab world$!"
Consequently, the Palestinian population is among the youngest in the Arab world: 62 percent is
under the age of 24, of which 41 percent is under the age of 14$!%#This young population needs
adequate education and healthcare; and as they reach maturity in ever larger numbers, they
demand proper housing and appropriate work opportunities. The number of young Palestinians
entering the labor force becomes larger and larger each year. From 2001 to 2005, the working
age population grew by about 70-75 thousand per annum; this number has grown to almost 100
thousand per year in the early 2010s, and will increase to about 120 thousand per year in the
2020s$!&!
Another factor that may intensify the pressure on the labor market is labor force participation.
The Palestinian labor force participation rate has been traditionally low, reflecting a very low
participation rate among women. In 2000, only 41.5 percent of the working age population was
employed or actively searching for work. The rate of participation has remained around this rate
through the 2000s, except for a temporary decline in the early years of the Intifada, as many
ceased searching for work and dropped out of the labor force. Even at this low rate of labor
force participation, the Palestinian labor force has grown at a rate of about 5 percent a year since
2003$!'#This low participation rate is expected to increase in coming years, reflecting a large
latent demand for work opportunities by the young, frustrated Palestinian work-age population. A
quantitative analysis of latent Palestinian labor market trends shows that, under conditions of
relative stability and economic recovery, the magnitude of Palestinian “hidden unemployment,”
in conjunction with the fast-growing numbers of youngsters entering the labor market every year,
may generate annual growth of about 8 percent in the labor force$()
Hence, the Palestinian economy needs to more than double the number of available jobs over this
decade. The number of employed persons must rise from about 750,000 in 2010 to about 1.5
million in 2020, merely to contain Palestinian unemployment around the alarming rate of recent
years of 30 percent.41 The number of new jobs needed in order to bring unemployment in 2020
back to the pre-Intifada rates of 10 to 12 percent, is close to 1 million; namely, about 100,000
new jobs per year, compared to an average of about 30,000 new jobs per year which were created
from 2003 to 2010.
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The complex set of constraints, as detailed above, reflects negatively on key economic and
societal aspects. Two examples will suffice for demonstrating the impact of these constraints: the
impact on Palestinian exports, and the impact on Palestinian purchasing power.
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Under the customs-union trade regime, combined with other Israeli restrictions, Israel has
become practically the sole market for Palestinian exports, as exports to Israel ranged between
88 to 90 percent of total Palestinian exports (of goods) over the 2000s.
As a very small economy, Palestine can generate sustainable long-term growth only through
exports. Therefore, these constraints on Palestinian exports to non-Israeli markets have a very
grave effect on economic development prospects. Moreover, considering the significant
impediments on Palestinian exports to Israel, Palestinian exports to this market are constrained
too$%& As a result, the rapid economic growth of recent years was reflected in a steep increase in
Palestinian imports, while exports showed only modest increase, and the trade deficit surged
upwards accordingly (see Chart 1 above, in the Executive Summary).)
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The economic integration with the Israeli market is reflected in price levels similar to Israeli
prices for most consumption products, which are either imported from Israel, imported through
Israel, or produced locally using Israeli inputs. However, as Palestinian wages are much lower
than in Israel, the purchasing power of Palestinian households is much lower than in neighboring
Arab countries.
As a result, the real purchasing power of Palestinian households is much lower than the nominal
level shown in national accounts and household income statistics. The impact of this linkage on
price levels is dramatic. International comparison shows that Palestinian GDP per capita,
when adjusted to local purchasing power, is far lower than that of neighboring Arab
countries, and is only slightly higher than that of countries as poor as Sudan or Yemen (see
Chart 2 above, in the Executive Summary).
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Given the depth and magnitude of these weaknesses and constraints, economic growth in the
West Bank and Gaza in the last two decades has been extremely volatile and erratic. It was most
strongly influenced by Israeli access and movement restrictions. The chart below shows the high
real growth rates in the relatively relaxed period of 1997 – 1999, and the steep fall in the early
years of the Intifada (2000 – 2002). An upward correction came in 2003 – 2005, mainly in Gaza,
where Israeli restrictions were relatively easier in those years. The data for 2006 – 2009 shows
the strong impact of the much stricter measures on Gaza since the advent of the Hamas
government in 2006, and the takeover of Gaza by Hamas in 2007; and to the high growth in the
West Bank under the Fayyad governments.
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A deeper look into the components and related macro-economic factors of the West Bank reveals
the fragility and limited nature of its recent economic growth. Private consumption in the West
Bank jumped 80 percent between 2005 and 2009 ($, current prices), while government
consumption grew by as much as 136 percent. Another component that registered equally strong
growth is investment in buildings, which increased by 120 percent, mainly reflecting an increase
in construction for residential uses. According to a recent PCBS residential survey, the number of
residential units in the West Bank and Gaza increased by 21 percent from 2007 to 2010, and the
total number of new residential units built over this period was as large as 150,000. On the other
hand, non-building investments, reflecting investment in the economy’s production capacity,
were, in 2008 and 2009, even lower than in 2005.
The high growth in consumption and in residential construction was reflected in a huge increase
in the West Bank’s external trade deficit. The gap between West Bank’s exports of goods and
services and its imports almost doubled between 2005 and 2009, from $1.6 billion in 2005 to
$2.8 billion in 2009.43
The steep increase in the trade deficit and in consumption and residential construction was
enabled by an equally steep increase in external aid.
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More and more economic data indicate that the momentum of West Bank’s recent economic
recovery from the low economic activity of the Intifada and from the partial easing of Israeli
access and movement restrictions is nearing its end. GDP growth has been leveling down since
mid-2010, and preliminary estimates of the West Bank GDP for the first quarter of 2011 indicate
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decelerated growth even in sectors such as construction or trade, which led the GDP growth in
recent years$%%#
Slower economic activity was reflected in decreasing work opportunities and accelerated
unemployment in the second half of 2010. According to the PCBS’ labor force survey for 2010,
the unemployment rate in the West Bank remained unchanged for 2010 as a whole, compared to
2009, after decreasing significantly in 2009. A recent labor survey for the second half of 2010,
published by UNRWA, indicated an increase in unemployment in the second half of 2010,
compared to the first half of 2010 and the second half of 2009, and the PCBS’ labor force survey
for the first quarter of 2011 reflects continuation of the same trend in 2011.45
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At the same time, the PNA is faced with a substantial decrease in the flow of international aid,
which seriously threatens its financial stability; if not solved, it may develop into a major crisis
in 2011.
Total external support to the PNA’s budget grew dramatically over the 2000s, from $350 million
a year in 2004 – 2005, to as high as $2 billion in 2008. Since then, it has significantly declined,
to $1.75 billion in 2009, and below $1.3 billion in 2010. 46 The increase in the external support
until 2008 was generally in line with the steep rise of the PNA’s budget deficit. Nevertheless,
even after that most generous external support, the PNA was left with unfinanced deficits of
$200 – 400 million per year, which were financed mostly by borrowing from the local banking
system. In 2008, the PNA succeeded in generating a significant surplus, as a result of an
exceptionally high external support level combined with containment of the budget deficit
(before external support). In 2009, however, the budget deficit rebounded (reflecting mainly the
burden of Hamas-ruled Gaza on the PNA’s budget, as explained below), and the PNA had to
once again approach the local banking system for supplementary financing.47
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From mid-2010, the flow of external aid has become more irregular, decreasing to $70 million
per month in the third quarter, and then jumping to $165 million per month in the fourth quarter.
In 2011, aid flow has dived to $60 million per month in the first quarter, and as low as $50
million per month in the second quarter. The cumulative deficit after external aid, for the first
half of 2011, was as large as $450 million, on top of the $150 million deficit of 2010. Given the
huge debt that the PNA accumulated in previous years, it is not able to borrow such large
additional amounts from the local banking system. Hence, the PNA is forced to delay payments
to its suppliers, accumulate more and more arrears, and even delay salary payments to its
employees.49
By the end of July 2011, on the eve of the Ramadan, the PNA could pay its 150,000 employees
only half of their previous month’s salaries. Prime Minister Fayyad described the situation as
“one of the worst financial crises the Palestinian Authority has ever faced.”50
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Bearing in mind the complex set of weaknesses and barriers to sustainable economic growth that
are woven into the Status Quo, the economic prospects for Palestine under these conditions looks
rather gloomy.
The fragility and unsustainability of growth under the Status Quo conditions has been repeatedly
stressed by various parties and observers. In a recent report, the IMF stressed that the recovery
cannot be sustained without a further easing of restrictions on movement and access. The World
Bank warned that “growth does not appear sustainable. It reflects recovery from the very low
base reached during the second intifada and is still mainly confined to the non-tradable sector
and primarily donor-driven…. Ultimately, sustainable economic growth in WB&G can only be
underpinned by a vibrant private sector. The latter will not rebound significantly while Israeli
restrictions on access to natural resources and markets remain in place; and as long as investors
are deterred by the increased cost of business associated with the closure regime”.51
The new Palestinian Development Plan for 2011 – 2013 points to the unsustainability of
economic development under the Status Quo conditions, as follows: “Continued impediment of
trade and investment would inhibit private sector growth, while public sector investment plans
would continue to be stalled; …and economic growth would falter…Budgetary revenues and
external aid would be depressed. Rising unemployment and escalating poverty would necessitate
increased expenditure on social transfers….”52
Furthermore, given the structural instability of the Status Quo, the continuation of the present
situation entails a permanent risk of sliding into political crises with devastating economic
effects, as was manifested in Gaza in 2007, or economic crises, such as the financial crisis which
the PNA is facing in 2011.
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The detailed analysis in Chapter Two above, shows that the Status Quo would eventually lead to
economic and political deterioration. Such deterioration entails high risks of intensified conflict,
expanded blockade, stricter access and movement restrictions, and in certain circumstances may
even result also in a sharp reduction of international aid. In fact, except for the reduction of
international aid element, this kind of “worst case scenario” took place in Gaza in 2007-2010.
Therefore, analysis of that case study would be most helpful for better understanding the possible
outcomes and implications of such developments.
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The extreme harshness of the Israeli blockade on Gaza in the wake of Gaza’s takeover by Hamas
in June 2007, combined with Gaza’s economic weaknesses, has generated a particularly
devastating economic effect. Gaza’s GDP per capita decreased by almost 40 percent between
2005 and 2009; this put Gaza, by 2009, among the poorest Arab economies, as measured by the
GDP per capita in current prices. When adjusted to the local purchasing power, Gaza’s GDP per
capita in 2009 was 25 percent below Mauritania, the poorest Arab economy (except for
Somalia). 53
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Sources: PCBS, National account Statistics; IMF, World Economic Outlook Database
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Faced with the prospect that the economic calamity in Gaza would turn into a major
humanitarian crisis, the international donor community stepped in, infusing large amounts of
humanitarian aid, and in effect took upon themselves the role of supplying most of Gaza’s
population with a basic social security net through a host of welfare-supply mechanisms. By the
end of 2007, 80 percent of Gaza’s families relied on humanitarian aid from international donors,
including provision of food aid to more than 180,000 families in Gaza, approximately 60 percent
of the population.'OAnalysis of the PNA National Accounts Statistics reveals that the total value
of official donors’ aid and other direct inflows of external support to Gaza was around $1 billion
per year in 2007 – 2009.57 In addition, the PNA has been paying a cumulative cost of close to $1
billion per year from its budget for the salaries of around 70,000 PA employees in Gaza who
were hired before December 2005, as well as other running costs of basic government services in
Gaza, such as the health and education systems.'P Since the PNA has not been able to collect
taxes in Gaza, and as its revenue from collecting taxes on Gaza’s imports have covered only a
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! PPP = $ value accounting for local purchasing power, as per the Purchasing Power Parity method. #
GDP per capita estimates for Gaza and the West Bank, separately, were computed by the author, based on the
sources. #
56
Crisis Group, RULING PALESTINE I: GAZA UNDER HAMAS, Middle East Report N°73 – 19 March 2008, p.
3-4#
57
Computed by comparison of the Gaza GDP with the Gross Disposable Income (GDI). The GDI combines the GDP
with income inflows from abroad. #
58
Close to 50% of the PNA’s salary bill of USD 1.6 billion in 2010, plus a small share of non-wage recurrent
expenditure of USD 1.2 billion in 2010 (based on PNA, Ministry of Finance Repot, February 2011, p. 4, and Crisis
Group Report, p. 16).#
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fraction of recurrent expenses, most of these expenses have also been financed by international
aid, though through another channel, the donors’ “budget support” to the PNA. In fact, most of
the PNA’s recurrent budget deficit, financed by donors’ budget support, has been needed to
finance public expenditure of the Hamas-controlled government in Gaza.
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All in all, this short analysis shows that most of the international aid to Palestine is directed
towards Gaza; and its steep increase, in recent years, reflects the upsurge in the needs of Hamasruled Gaza for humanitarian aid, on the one hand, and financing of the recurrent budget deficits,
on the other hand.
If not for the international community’s outstanding aid effort, directly to the population of
Gaza and indirectly through the PNA’s budget support channel, the economic meltdown in
Gaza would have been much more disastrous, and Gaza would have faced a major
humanitarian crisis.
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The trend of declining international aid that started in 2010, has been moving further downward
in 2011. The monthly average of external aid to the PNA, for recurrent budget support and for
development combined, fell by more than two thirds from its peak in 2008 to its low point in the
second quarter of 2011 (from $165 million per month in 2008 and close to $150 million in 2009,
to slightly above $100 million per month in 2010, and $50 million in the second quarter of 2011
– see Chart 3 in the Executive Summary).
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Considering the critical role of international aid in maintaining the social security net and
financing vital government services, if this trend continues, it may trigger a major fiscal and
financial crisis in a matter of months.
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As shown in detail above, international aid is the mainstay upholding the Status Quo, and its
continuous flow is vital for sustaining Palestinian long-term economic development.
International economic support to the PNA is politically-motivated, as the international
community has regarded its economic aid as one of the pillars of the Israeli–Palestinian peace
process. The strong political motivation explains the readiness of the international community to
maintain and increase this exceptionally high level of aid for so long.
Considering the growing internal economic pressures on the main donors, it is highly probable
that the steep decrease in the volume of aid in 2010 – 2011 will not be reversed unless the
international community feels that the peace process revives and that there are realistic prospects
of moving towards a political solution.
Since the old US-controlled track of the peace process is at a dead end, the “September Process”
is probably the best opportunity for revival of a political process that would enable the
continuation of large-scale international aid.
In view of the inherent unsustainability and instability of the Status Quo, and the heavy
economic pressures that have already accumulated in recent months, the probability of the
breakdown of the Status Quo is now much higher, and increasing.
Against this background, the political impasse and a potential political confrontation around the
PNA’s UN bid, entail a high risk of rapid deterioration towards a renewed vicious circle of
violence, which would be dangerously inflamed by steep economic decline and social
resentment.
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Against the background of the gloomy prospects of the Status Quo and the risks it entails, the
need to make the right choice and seize the opportunity of a new “September Process” for
departing from the Status Quo is clear. The parties must return to negotiations with a clear
understanding of the permanent status, as per the principles suggested by the Aix Group
regarding a renewed economic regime, as detailed in the Introduction and in Chapter One above.
In addition to avoiding the immediate risk of political and economic deterioration, there is an
urgent need to replace the Status Quo economic regime in order to allow a larger part of aid
inflows to shift from financing recurrent expenses and social security needs, to development
projects. This can be achieved only as part of renewed political process.
Gaza is a key to this shift. Under the present political situation and the Status Quo economic
regime, most of the external aid, even if maintained at the high level of recent years, will
continue to be diverted to the pressing recurrent and social needs of Gaza.
Furthermore, looking from a wider perspective at the fundamental changes the region is
undergoing, a new strategic threat must be added to the equation when analyzing the risks
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entailed in the continuance of the Status Quo; namely, the reaction of Arab societies.
As Arab societies have broken their decades' long silence, their reactions and their new-found
influence on the policies and actions of their respective governments must be taken into
consideration. While the Arab Spring is fundamentally domestic in nature and came as a
response to youth unemployment, corruption, dictatorship, and human rights violations, it would
be a grave mistake to ignore the possible dynamics that may unfold in case of renewed IsraeliPalestinian violent conflict.
These new socio-political developments in the Arab world pose an imminent and clear threat of
bringing other Arab countries into the vicious circle of Israeli – Palestinian violence. The strong
reaction in Egypt to the last round of relatively low-intensity violent clashes between Israel and
Gaza in August 2011 indicates how powerful and influential this new factor can be.
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